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in addition to the sensor node software for the lpc2000, we have also released the source code for the rs-485 support library. the library
was written in 2000, before most of the popular serial drivers were made available on linux. openpam was the most popular alternative to
libpcap and the ssc library in the time before the ssc library was released, but with openpam being released in 2001, a lot of software has

been and is still being released that uses openpam. as such, this support library provides all the low-level function calls that are used
when communication with the lpc2000 is achieved. applications using this support library can easily communicate with the lpc2000 as

they would with a serial port. the linux pc web pages have a good overview of serial port communications with linux. linux pc provides a
set of documentation on linux-pam, as well as a user manual that explains how to use the library. if you are using the support library, the

easiest way to work with lpc2000 is to use the utilities provided in the software package. in order to do this, you will need to have the
serial tty library installed. on many linux distributions, this library is provided by the kernel, or a particular driver. netbsd's original release
policy is that we do not support upgrading an operating system. this means that we do not issue security advisories for system releases.
thus, netbsd does not automatically upgrade your operating system to receive security updates. however, you can upgrade to the latest

netbsd release by replacing the currently installed files with the latest version. note, that netbsd cannot upgrade to a new major version of
the operating system (i.e., a major version release). to upgrade your system from one release to another, we recommend that you create
a snapshot backup using the following procedure before proceeding. if you have not already installed netbsd on the machine, you can find

more information about installing netbsd on your machine in netbsd installation guide .
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